
#1 IN NEW MEXICO for

Laser Skin Resurfacing

S ince 2009, AlluraDerm MD Med Spa has 
been the #1 provider of Fraxel® Laser skin 
resurfacing in New Mexico. Prior to Fraxel®, 
skin resurfacing lasers produced impressive 

results, but had a risk of infection and scarring. This 
conundrum led Harvard scientists to create Fraxel®—a 
safer alternative to improve, resurface and rejuvenate 
damaged and aged skin.  

“With robust science behind the technology and many 
peer-reviewed studies substantiating its safety and efficacy, 
AlluraDerm purchased and upgraded the Fraxel® laser to 
provide state-of-the-art treatments in skin resurfacing for our 
patients,” says AlluraDerm’s Dr. Lam. “Considered the gold 
standard non-ablative resurfacing laser in the industry, nearly 
a million patients and growing have been treated with Fraxel® 
to date.”

In addition to its cutting-edge technology and sound safety 
profile, patients rave about their results from Fraxel®:

“I had laser resurfacing done elsewhere, but I never got the 
results and pleasant experience I got at AlluraDerm. You guys 
are truly amazing!”

“Fraxel® at AlluraDerm made me look years younger and now I 
love my face again!”

“I never realized I could get rid of years’ worth of aging with a few 
treatments of Fraxel®. Having not only a caring but knowledgeable 
staff made every experience absolutely delightful!”

“The real magic of any treatment stems from the operator,” 
Dr. Lam explains. “The Fraxel® experts at AlluraDerm MD 
Med Spa individualize every treatment to achieve the best 
results in the safest manner possible. At AlluraDerm, we take 
pride in what we do!” 

 AlluraDerm now also offers the “baby” Fraxel®, Clear + 
Brilliant®. Often referred to as a “lunchtime laser,” Clear + 
Brilliant® can provide skin rejuvenation, improvement in 
tone, texture and pore size as well as address early signs 
of aging and existing sun and/or pigment issues with 
minimal post treatment social downtime. 
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